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Introduction
Current Menus
We have a range of menus to suit the post covid work place environment, whether that’s office, warehouse, boardroom, training 
centre, special events, we can put a menu together for you, where ever you work.

Special Dietary Requirements
We cover most dietary requirements but the main ones are plated/boxed into separate meals for each individual. We cover Gluten 
Free/ Dairy Free / Nut Free / Vegan / Halal. All others are covered by special request at the time of ordering. 

Invoicing / Payment
We send out invoices at the end of each week and can 
add a PO should that be required. Most invoices have 
30 days terms and we accept payment via credit card 

or bacs.

How To Order
You can simply send us an email with the details 
typed out, please include all relevant details like, 

menu, date, delivery time, number of people to cater 
for, special dietary requirements and anything else 

you feel is relevant to the order. We will check 
through all the details and confirm the order with 

you.  Lead time is generally 24 hours, same for 
cancellations. 

Packaging
The standard menus are delivered in biodegradable card boxes and can be placed into the waste cardboard stream, generally at 
the customers site. For the executive menus, we use a sturdy black plastic platter that is also recyclable, but we generally would 
come back to collect these in the days after the delivery for either re-use or recycling at our site. 

Delivery Times
All our vans are refidgerated and we aim 

to deliver 30 minutes prior to your 
requested delivery time. If you have 
enough fridge space we are happy to 

deliver earlier and sometimes drop off 
breakfasts and lunches together. We can 

also deliver in cool boxes.

Cool Boxes
We can deliver in cool boxes that 

keep the food cold for up to 6 
hours. This also allows delivery to 

other locations where fridge space 
is not available. The cool boxes are 

recyclable and collapse to a flat 
pack so you can easily hold them 

until we collect.
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Each person will have their own lunch box with all their items inside and only has to choose which box they will take.

With this option there is slightly less choice as you only get to choose the box, not what's inside it.

But it is better for social distancing as the boxes can be laid out with distance between them or even split up into different areas all together.

You could even internally deliver them to each recipient in different locations in a building to avoid a gathering at one central pick up point. 

They come in 5 sizes and each size in meat, vegetarian, vegan, fish, gluten & dairy free, nut free, halal.

Speciality boxes & custom boxes for special company occasions available, see last page.

LB-03 LB-04 LB-05 LB-06 LB-07 Speciality Boxes
Sandwich Sandwich Sandwich Sandwich Sandwich SB-01 (Afternoon Tea)
Fruit Fruit Fruit Fruit Fruit Sandwiches
Crisps Crisps Crisps Crisps Crisps Cup cake

Cakes Cakes Cakes Cakes Macaroons
£6.95 Savory Item Savory Item Savory Item Scone with Jam, Cream & Butter

£8.75 Deli Pot Deli Pot Fruit pot with berries
£10.50 Yoghurt

£12.75 £11.95
£13.95

The food is delivered in grouped boxes/platters that each person can choose their items from.

All the food is internally wrapped within the boxes so once the box is opened, there is still no contact to the air.

This option allows for greater choice for each person since they can choose anything so variety and quantity are better controlled.

It is harder to achieve social distancing since everyone must gather at one central serving point but you could alleviate this with a staggered serving time.

Take away aspect! Since all items are wrapped, people can easily choose their items and then put them in a bag to take away and eat elsewhere.

Options to customise and tailor your perfect lunch menu.

GX-01 GX-02 GX-03 GX-04 GX-05 GX-06 GX-07
Sandwiches Sandwiches Sandwiches Sandwiches Sandwiches Sandwiches Sandwiches

Crisps Fruit Fruit Fruit Fruit Fruit- Berries
£5.75 Crisps Crisps Crisps Crisps Crisps

£6.95 Cakes Cakes Cakes Cakes
£8.50 Savory Item Savory Item Savory Item x2

£9.95 Deli Pot Deli Pot
£11.50

£12.95 £14.50

Prices exclude vat and delivery costs.

Lunch Boxes- Individual

Grab & Go Lunch - Buffet See last page for more speciality 
boxes & custom made boxes.

Standard Menus
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Each person will have their own breakfast box with all their items inside and only has to choose which box they will take.

With this option there is slightly less choice as you only get to choose the box, not what's inside it.

But it is better for social distancing as the boxes can be laid out with distance between them or even split up into different areas all together.

You could even internally deliver them to each recipient in different locations in a building to avoid a gathering at one central pick up point. 

They come in 6 sizes and each size in meat, vegetarian, vegan, fish, gluten & dairy free, nut free, halal.

Speciality boxes & custom boxes for special company occasions available, see last page.

BB-01 BB-02 BB-03 BB-04 BB-05 BB-06 Drinks
Danish Pastry Danish Pastry Danish Pastry Bacon Roll Pancake & Syrup Filled Bagel Orange Juice
Croissant Yoghurt Croissant Danish Pastry Fresh Fruit Fresh Fruit Apple Juice
Fresh Fruit Fresh Fruit Fresh Fruit Fresh Fruit Pain Chocolat Danish Pastry Still Water
Drink Drink Yoghurt Cereal Bar Yoghurt Flapjack Sparkling Water

Drink Drink Drink Deli Pot Iced Coffee
£7.95 £7.95 Drink See website for more

£9.25 £10.50 £11.50
£12.50

The food is delivered in grouped boxes/platters that each person can choose their items from.

All the food is internally wrapped within the boxes so once the box is opened, there is still no contact to the air.

This option allows for greater choice for each person since they can choose anything so variety and quantity are better controlled.

It is harder to achieve social distancing since everyone must gather at one central serving point but you could alleviate this with a staggered serving time.

Take away aspect! Since all items are wrapped, people can easily choose their items and then put them in a bag to take away and eat elsewhere.

Options to customise and tailor your perfect breakfast menu.

BX-01 BX-02 BX-03 BX-04 BX-05 BX-06 Drinks
Danish Pastries Danish Pastries Danish Pastries Bacon Rolls Pancake & Syrup Filled Bagel Orange Juice
Drink Croissants Croissants Danish Pastries Fresh Fruit Fresh Fruit Apple Juice

Drink Fresh Fruit Fresh Fruit Pain Chocolat Danish Pastries Still Water
£4.95 Drink Cereal Bars Yoghurt Flapjack Sparkling Water

£6.75 Drink Cereal Bars Yoghurts See website for more

£9.25 Drink Deli Pots
£10.50 Drink

£11.95
£13.50

Prices exclude vat and delivery costs.

Breakfast Boxes- Individual

Grab & Go Breakfast - Buffet

Standard Menus
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The food options and presentation on these menus is a higher grade than the standard offering and great for executive meetings, client visits and boardroom requirements.

Each person will have their own platter with all their items on and only has to choose which platter they will take.

With this option there is slightly less choice as you only get to choose the platter not what's on it.

But it is better for social distancing as the platters can be laid out with distance between them or even split up into different areas all together.

You could even internally deliver them to each recipient in different locations in a building to avoid a gathering at one central pick up point. 

They come in 4 sizes and each size in meat, vegetarian, vegan, fish, gluten & dairy free, nut free, halal.

EL-03 EL-04 EL-05 EL-06
Sandwich Sandwich Sandwich Sandwich 
Fruit Fruit Fruit Fruit
Crisps Crisps Crisps Crisps

Cakes Cakes Cakes
£9.95 Savory Item Savory Item

£11.95 Deli Pot
£13.50

£15.95

The food options and presentation on these menus is a higher grade than the standard offering and great for executive meetings, client visits and boardroom requirements.

The food is presented on garnished platters with clear lids that each person can choose their items from.

The food itself is not internally wrapped below the lids but the lids can be quickly replaced.

This option allows for greater choice for each person since they can choose anything so variety and quantity are better controlled.

It is harder to achieve social distancing since everyone must gather at one central serving point but you could alleviate this with a staggered serving time.

There are 4 menus and each is available in meat, vegetarian, vegan, fish, gluten & dairy free, nut free, halal.

EX-03 EX-04 EX-05 EX-06
Sandwiches Sandwiches Sandwiches Sandwiches
Fruit Fruit Fruit Fruit
Crisps Crisps Crisps Crisps

Cakes Cakes Cakes
£10.50 Savory Item Savory Item

£12.95 Speciaity Platter
£14.50

£15.95

Prices exclude vat and delivery costs.

Executive Lunch- Individual

Executive Lunch - Buffet

Executive Menus
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The food options and presentation on these menus is a higher grade than the standard offering and great for executive meetings, client visits and boardroom requirements.

Each person will have their own platter with all their items on and only has to choose which platter they will take.

With this option there is slightly less choice as you only get to choose the platter not what's on it.

But it is better for social distancing as the platters can be laid out with distance between them or even split up into different areas all together.

You could even internally deliver them to each recipient in different locations in a building to avoid a gathering at one central pick up point. 

They come in 4 sizes and each size in meat, vegetarian, vegan, fish, gluten & dairy free, nut free, halal.

EB-01 EB-02 EB-03 EB-04 EB-05 EB-06 Drinks
Danish Pastry Danish Pastry Danish Pastry Bacon Roll Pancake & Syrup Filled Bagel Orange Juice
Croissant Yoghurt Croissant Danish Pastry Fresh Fruit Fresh Fruit Apple Juice
Fresh Fruit Fresh Fruit Fresh Fruit Fresh Fruit Pain Chocolat Danish Pastry Still Water
Drink Drink Yoghurt Muffin Yoghurt Flapjack Sparkling Water

Drink Drink Drink Deli Pot Iced Coffee
£9.50 £9.50 Drink See website for more

£10.75 £11.95 £12.95
£13.95

The food options and presentation on these menus is a higher grade than the standard offering and great for executive meetings, client visits and boardroom requirements.

The food is presented on garnished platters with clear lids that each person can choose their items from.

The food itself is not internally wrapped below the lids but the lids can be quickly replaced.

This option allows for greater choice for each person since they can choose anything so variety and quantity are better controlled.

It is harder to achieve social distancing since everyone must gather at one central serving point but you could alleviate this with a staggered serving time.

Options to customise and tailor your perfect breakfast menu.

EC-01 EC-02 EC-03 EC-04 EC-05 EC-06 Drinks
Danish Pastries Danish Pastries Danish Pastries Bacon Rolls Pancake & Syrup Filled Bagels Orange Juice
Drink Croissants Croissants Danish Pastries Fresh Fruit Fresh Fruit Apple Juice

Drink Fresh Fruit Fresh Fruit Pain Chocolat Danish Pastries Still Water
£5.95 Drink Muffins Yoghurt Flapjacks Sparkling Water

£7.75 Drink Muffins Yoghurts Iced Coffee
£9.50 Drink Deli Pots See website for more

£11.95 Drink
£13.50

£14.95

Prices exclude vat and delivery costs.

Executive Breakfast - Individual

Executive Breakfast - Buffet

Executive Menus
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